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I. Synopsis 
Necessary is the mother of invention. In my entire lifespan i.e. for the last 40 years of life has been 

spent in search of why, where, when, whom. I had faced these problems and tried to find solution for myself. 10 

years back I had postulated a hypothesis that by disintegrating atoms of one liter water and we can get electricity 

by that process, by using that electricity we can prepare hybrid electric car. That patent had been taken by 

Japanese govt because of my lack of knowledge regarding where and whom I have to submit. Till today I am 

having the same problem and tried answer for why, where, when etc. 

 

My journey started like this. 

 

In my collage days I had a close friend, he is son to their parents and richest person, he was having big 

problem of lack of babies. His wife aborted 6 times and his relatives advised him to diverse his wife. My friend 

told me about that and asked my suggestion regarding the problem. I had requested him not to diverse and made 

promise to him saying that I will give full justice to mine friendship. After promising, searched for solution and 

fed up lastly I come to a conclusion that why I should not take the benefit of homogeneity and haterojencity 

theory. By help of this postulation I had successes in getting full term male baby and three male babies’ 

consecutive deliveries. Even though I am not a gynecologist, I had cured hundreds of families of those having 

same problems. 

 

I was working as a PHC medical officer which is having more than twenty five thousand populations. 

Whole PHC area and entire HKE area in Karnataka had severed epidemic out-braking of chicken guinea viral 

infection. At that time there was acute shortage of medicines. In my PHC iam having only two lacks of ferrous 

sulphate tablets. At that time 50% of the PHC population suffered from chicken gunny infection. There was no 

option left for me and came to conclusion that ferrous sulphate acts as a chelating agent and moreover it is 

having side effects of joint pain. So I made use of this property and advised my paramedical staff to supply 

1.ferrous sulphate tablet, 2. Analgesic tablets in bid to five days. Within five days treated all patients got rid of 

those symptoms. All are keeping good health. That has encouraged me to advise the same treatment to all the 

patients those who are suffering from chicken guinea disease. 

 

My paramedical staff member suffered from D.H fever and referred to higher to center for dengue 

fever treatment and he was indoor/ ICU patient for one month and treated. After six month it relapsed of D.H 

fever in that patient at that time i was afraid about his health and moreover this time we may sacrifice his life 

due to this dreaded disease. I told him I will take risk if anything happens let it happen with me only. That 

patient agreed and treatment started after serological establishment of highly NS1 positive blood had made a 

triturated solution from sterile blood of positive dengue fever blood boiled to solid form triturated in deferent 

potencies and used five to ten drops orally four times a day.  

 

First day itself 50% of the symptoms disappeared and within three days patient turns negative for 

dengue serologically. Since then I am making use of this procedure cheap, affordable with 100% result. 

http://wife.my/
http://pain.so/
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Saddle sac appearing in pregnant women is noticed in ill-treated false pain pregnant women after 

delivery. So I concluded this is a mere a physiological imbalance of female hormones during gestation period. 

 

By defining whirlwind an idea of preparing electricity on a commercial way by using modified wind mill 

concept and by watching jagannath pure shrine rice preparation encouraged me to postulate extension of 

 thermo dynamics third law. An idea of using full 5000 c by making use of converging mirror focal disc 

with universal insulator and super conductor concept has been prepared. 

 

Problem of why kedareshwar temple destroyed during big flooding time- made me to postulate 

formulas of motion. 

 

Above said factors will help developing countries in their socio- economic status, health improvements 

of countrymen. 

 

Finally I am remembering statement of punnykoti Kannada version to all genuine medical faculties and 

physics faculty members to please consider me sympathetically. 

 

 

II. Regarding Motion of Velocity 
Law IInd if obstruction is placed to an oncoming mass to hit in an angular way that is acute / obtuse 

and 

If another obstruction is placed to already exiting obstruction in an angular way that is either in an acute angle or 

obtuse angles the result of the hitting mass, velocity have a deferent effects. 

 

Mass hitting in an acute angle will have a destructive capacity as velocity of mass forcing towards 

acute angle on either side in a tangential line. Pressure effect at the meeting point of mass is increased in a 

multiple proportion and this force is having distractive capacity causing destruction to which it is netting. 

 

Example as problems faced in construction of dam in England by sir visweshwarayya has faced and overcome 

by applying this theory. 

 

If force of mass hits to an object in an obtuse angle mass will be divided in to two portions at hitting 

angle. If mass is hitting at center, dividing in to two equal portions, and according to the point at which level 

mass hits, proportional to that distance, mass is divided proportionately to. That is so called m1 and m2 runs in a 

tangential way to a tangential angle with increased praporatinol velocity to mass on either side 

 

The velocity of tangential flow comes to zero velocity by obstruction force applied by on coming mass. 

At inversely proportional distance on either side, that is td1=td2 at zero velocity level and td3=td4 from zero 

velocity to meeting point in central line. 

 

Space formed by td1, td2, td3 and td4 is a rectangular space can be called as crv space. That is dead zone space 

(zero gravity space) 

 

A. By using this law we can control the severity of cyclone. Exp" if velocity of cyclone is obstructed in an 

obtuse angle then velocity; mass of oncoming flow and direction can be changed. By changing direction of 

wind- we can reduce its furocity. So we can lessen the damages. By making use of this formula we can get rain 

to whichever portion of country we needed. 

 

 By making use of this formula we can completely avoid ill effects of cyclone. 

 

B. By using this theory sir vishweshwaryya had constructed dam in England. 

 

C. Kedareshwar temple (uttarkanda state India) it is the best example to the above formulated law. Here sir isaq 

Newton’s third law had been failed. 

 

Why the kedarnath temple had not destroyed during that major flooding time which was hit in two thousand six. 

 

D. Latur city in Maharashtra had not destroyed during earthquake of khilary in maharatra dist which had 

happened 35-40 years back. 

http://delivery.so/
http://law.an/
http://furocity.so/
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So all physics faculty members are requested to please consider my views. 

E. Golgumbaz of bijapur dist. (karnataka) India is the best example of this law which was having big gumbaz. 

Seven times echoing of sound is heard with distinct time duration. Big gumbaz was errected without any central 

support. 

 

F. Howra sloping bridge builted on either side of river bank without having fillers at Calcutta (westbangal) in 

India in long ago and having 8 lane capacities. 

 

G. Bridge in England also builted by using this law. 

 

All physics genuine legends are requested to consider my views.  

 

Law-1 

Moving mass with certain velocity moves with same direction unless and until force applied. If force applied to 

on coming with certain velocity. If obstruction applied to on coming mass, position of mass and velocity varies. 

If obstructed in an acute/obtuse angle / result will be different. 

Law-2 - on page no 1 

 

Law-3 

After re-union of divided mass — mass will move with turbulent velocity forming conical waves and 

descends down in flowing mass. 

Hypothetical observation of extended iv and v law.  

 

Law-4 

All conical waves descending down in to Entire Ocean will meet at center portion of earth in water 

plane there it hits to base at an obtuse angle tangential force on either side of earth i.e. east and west. Opens in a 

triangular form as Bermuda triangle and vise a versa on east. From these two points velocity runs in universe 

and meets at a central line forming CRV Space. This space having full of electromagnetic energy and it will 

create a spinning motion of earth on either side at south and north poles. 

 

Law-5 

North and south poles have their its own force calling it as gravitational force whole universe is moving in and 

around by these forces. 

All gunine physics faculty members are requested consider my views. Thanking you all 
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III. Extended Thermo-Dynamics Third Law 
To explain why rice boiled in jagannathpuri temple (odissa state of India) at 7th pot all seven pots kept 

one after another horizontally with raw rice and water with air tight position and fuel is placed in chulla to the 

base of first pot 
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Here top most potie 7th pot rice boiled first then afterwards descends down chronological way 

according to thermo dynamics theory first pot has to boiler first instead of top most pot here thermo dynamics 

third law plays a role and it is in modified / extended form 

 

According to this law upper one has to start absorbing heat from periphery to center and then it has to 

descend down mouth of first pot was covered with air title position by bottom portion of second pot and like this 

all seven pots are kept one after another maintaining air tightness 

 

Pot is made-up of mud that is universal super insulator and mouth of lower pot is covered with upper 

pot bottom portion so it makes a perfect insulator to convey heat energy to top most pot wall from wall of 

all pots heat energy goes to top most pot from periphery to center of the upper pot and rice started to boil from 

upper layer here heat energy start to descend down from higher to lower down layer till the first pot so rice is 

boiling first at top pot rather than lower one 

 

Here third law has to be extended like ------- if universal insulator placed heat energy will reach to the 

top most layers then descends down 

 

All physics faculty members may consider this view 

 

 
 

IV. Forces Ruling Earth and Planet Concept 
1. Gravitational force - forward moving force in circular path around sun at equatorial position ie., north and 

south pole. 

2. Electro-magnetic force – spinning force on either side of earth at  east - west towards  north and south 

3. Forces of sun on earth and other planets centripetal force 

4. Forces from earth and planets  centrifugal force 

5. Gravitational force of moon. 

 

V. Gravity 
Gravity can be defined as an inbuilt quality to pull of any spherical objects which are revolving around sun in an 

universe at north and south pole towards sun 
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Gravity  is varies according to the sizes of the spherical bodies revolving around sun. 

Derivation of gravitational force can be done, as diagonal °gravitational force: circumference of earth = length 

Xbreadth of earth at east, west, south and north (as earth is incentrical at above said direction.) 

 

Electro-magnetic energy is defined as energy required by earth to spin at equatorial points that is north and 

south pole, around on its own axis to complete on circle. 

 

EME= πr2 X g 

 

Earth is hanging in universe at obtusely angle (120°) 50 we are having summer, rainy, winter season EME is a 

force running in an tangential way forming CRV space or zero gravity force space meet at the universe the 

planets having electro-magnetic energy are having water on their surface. Planets which are not having water on 

its surface, only having destructive winds 

Whereas sun energy is running perpendicular to earth surface while electro-magnetic energy will run in 

tangential way 

 

VI. Formulas Of Gravity & Eletro - Magnetic Energy 

 
 

GRAVITY & GRAVITATIONAL FORCE 

GRAVITATIONAL FORCE {GF} = nr2 - BREADTH x LENGTH 

GRAVITY = NW / SW/ SE / NE 

{DRAGING FORCE} 

FOR EXAMPLE - IF R = 5 MITERS SO D = 10 MITERS 

r2 = 22÷7x5x5= SQUARE METERS 

SQUARE = BREADTH x LENGTH SO 10= BREADTH / LENTGH / DIAMETERE SO 10x10=  SQUARE 

METERS 

ELECTRO/MAGNETIC ENERGY = nr2 x g {WHERE g = GRAVITY} 

 

VII. Errection Of Tower 
Errection of tower- is having 15 meters in height, and having built on a strong basement. Tower has to 

build to sustain pressure effect of height rpm of wind mill fans at the top of tower 8 winged fan placed 

obliquely. Wind turbine is placed at top of tower. Height of tower is 15 meters, constructed by using steel rods 

and cements for durability. 

Construction of fans 8 winged, bivalve shallow "s "type curvature with having 10 meters in length and 

three meter in width , width of blade is divided in to two equal portion i.e. One and half meter and closed at 

maximum curvature of "s " at two sides of shallow " s " and it is twisted. Weight of single blade is around of one 

tone. To ensure best service optimum care has to take in construction blades. 

 

Collection air. 

Can be collected in primary collecting chamber by placing chimmany of five meters in diameters and 

kept in opposite direction of wind flow by placing chimmany and conical end in to primary chamber having one 

meter diameter tube. According to need chimanies number can be varies and auto changing of directions of 

chimanies according to wind flow mechanism should be adjusted. 
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After collecting air in primary chamber than forced to another secondary chamber having capacity of 10,000 

gallons. To which one end manometer is added, to another top end 5 hp engine is connecting by pipe to maintain 

the output and input air capacity from the lower end of the secondary collecting chamber- three pipes of two 

inch 

 

Diameter- one on either side of the chamber and another one at middle of the chamber . Three pipes are taking 

near to the cured fan to hit by preparing whirl wind. 

Whirl wind- is a localized wind with having high velocity with tremendous destructive forces running with high 

speed. 

 

High speed wind after obstruction by other object in an obtuse angle then wind velocity is reduce by half and 

later these fragmented wind hits by another on coming linear wind usually wind runs in one direction but in 

whirl wind two directional wind runs to meet at certain distance at that meeting point third linear wind hit the 

meeting point of fragmented wind forming whirl wind. 

 

So whirl wind can be defined as a wind having more destructive force which is created by union of fragmented 

wind and blending of third linear wind at meeting point of two fragments to cause whirl wind. 

 

It is most economical, echo- friendly renewable energy source.  

 

It will control air pollution. 

 

VIII. Conclusion 
Already wind mill program is there to produce electricity but here in this project by making use of whirl wind 

definition that whirl wind preferred artificially and made to hit on blades. So RPM is increased and produced 

more electricity concept. 
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IX. Concept Of Solar Electricity Production For Commercial Purpous 
Solar electrical energy production in a commercial way. Dish of big size focal point, having high capacity of 

heat energy. Point — which is having a capacity to produce heat of more than 5600:. 

 

This is very high temperature which can burn every thing within no time. This capacity of heat can be 

transferred into electrical energy by converting heat energy into mechanical energy by the process of water 

heating by which high pressure steam will be produced by which electrical energy can be produced . 

 

Here thing is that how high heated energy can be transferred to other part without damaging any operating 

instrument. 

 

Around FDP porcelain insulator of two meter diameter and one meter diameter width, is placed in a circular ring 

and another ring of molten salt is kept around a procaine disk of having three meter diameter and in one meter in 

depth. 

 

To this another six meter diameter tungsten sheet is placed to cover entire circle from below the depth of 

tungsten sheet. One meter from wall of these encircled rings, 

 

 By super conductor filaments connection is taken and connection is given at every thirty degree i.e. Equal 12 

parts of a circle directed from all 12 points. Wire drawn and attached to water chamber i.e. at bottom level to 12 

points of water storing vessel. Vessel is having capacity of 10 meters in diameter and 7 meters in length. 

 

Outer wall of the vessel must be insulated by electric resistant insulator. It is almost economical echo friendly 

renewable energy source. 

 

Solar energy can be produced according to our need which is one time investment and maintained is chap. Can 

consider this concept. 

 

 

Dr. C G Rudrappa." Innovative Process of Theory Regarding Motion & Modified Methods of 

Production of Electricity.” IOSR Journal of Applied Physics (IOSR-JAP) , vol. 11, no. 3, 

2019, pp. 30-37. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


